Rehabilitation centres in Lebanon. Describe how this team is based on international data.

Patients and methods.– Descriptive study with prospective collection. Survey on the state of play of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (PMR) established two institutions in Lebanon MPR: The RRTC Beit-Chabab and hospital Mgr Cortbaoui. A grid reference to the quality charter MPR rehabilitation facility and the criteria for accreditation RRTC is developed. It includes all team members present and their job profile and policy of the institution.

Results.– Doctors: presence once a week, no well-defined contract, the job profile is not clear. The meetings of the Board are often without doctors. There is no complementarity between doctors. Everyone has their own patients. No work within well-defined or inter-services. No weekly meeting study records. The evaluation of the patient is done with physical therapists during the visit but traceability is incomplete. The medical record is incomplete, does not contain all the elements. Physiotherapists working in the absence of rehabilitation physician who evaluates and modifies the program every week. There is more solidarity and complementarity intra-team work. Sometimes insufficient, given the limited time to an hour a day patient. Little cooperation with the occupational therapist and speech therapist, which are only three half-days per week on request. The orthotics are from outside experts on demand. No role of the social worker.

Conclusions.– This study shows that the qualified personnel of the multidisciplinary team work well in their respective fields. But the lack of physical medicine doctors presence is an obstacle for multidisciplinary work. In addition each specialty team tends to work in isolation for reasons which will be set if the hospital policy is made according to quality charter.
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Background.– There is no analysis of the existing interventions extra muros of rehabilitation teams of CHU in literature, while the official texts provide the opportunity for some personal of SSR to move at patient’s home.

Introduction.– The purpose of Physical Medicine and réadaptation is to limit disability, which is defined by the mismatch between the capabilities of the person and his environment. To assess this disability involves a visit to the living areas.

Material and method.– A questionnaire was distributed by mail to all faculty Rehabilitation Hospital in metropolitan concerning the existence, personnel, organization and financing of rehabilitation teams involved extramural patients’ homes.

Results.– Thirty-three services contacted, 27 responses, 10 teams intervennent –Teams assessing handicap situations outside CHU are few, with very different operating conditions. Harmonization appears necessary.

Conclusion.– Teams assessing handicap situations outside CHU are few, with very different operating conditions. Harmonization appears necessary.
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Introduction.– The purpose of this study was to investigate the frequency of bedsores and nosocomial infections in rehabilitation centers.

Patients and methods.– A descriptive study with prospective collection. Survey on the prevalence of pressure ulcers and nosocomial infection in two rehabilitation centers: Beit-Chabab & Cortbaoui. All patients hospitalized were included. Study enclosed demographic (age, gender), diagnosis, length of stay (< or > 3 months). Presence or absence of bedsores or nosocomial infection. Statistical Study: Data analysis is performed using the SPSSv.10 (Chicago, Illinois). Univariate and descriptive studies. (P < 0.05 is considered significant).

Results.– Patients descriptive study identified 80 patients. Mean age 59 ± 20 with male: 67/80. Beit-Chabab hospital (74.7% of patients) against 25.3% in Cortbaoui hospital. Length of stay more than 3 months (72%). Diagnosis: hemiplegia (30.4%), quadriplegia, Parkinson, MS, IRC, fracture, amputation, paraplegia, cancer and other diagnoses. Frequency of 25.3% bedsores. Location sacral 45%. Bedsores during hospitalization 11.5% against 14.1% before hospitalization.

Conclusion.– Decubitus complications are frequent. Bed sore prevention is better applied than nosocomial infections. It is urgent to establish a multidisciplinary committee for bedsores prevention and involve PMR doctors in CLIN and create clear policies.
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